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Pressure Regulators 
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Competitors 

 - Fisher (Emerson)  

     

    

 - Instrum AG 

    www.instrum-gmbh.de 

 

 - Cashco 

     

 

 - Anderson Greenwood (Tyco) 

     www.andersongreenwood.com 

 

 - Mankenberg 

     

 - Jordan 

     
 

http://www.instrum-gmbh.de/
http://www.instrum-gmbh.de/
http://www.instrum-gmbh.de/
http://www.andersongreenwood.com/


Markets / Customers (References) 

Users: - Gascompanies:  different application of industrial gases. 

 

 - Natural gas:  fillingsystems for public transportation 

 

 - Chemical industry:  Blanketing system 

 

 - Pharmaceutical industry: Blanketing systems, clean steam 

 

 - Food industry:  Blanketing systems   

        
 



Markets / Customers (References) 

References:

 

 

  



Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 
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Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 
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 In general… 

 Our Pressure Regulators are all relative 

 Regulators. That means they regulate 

 against the atmosphere. 

 

 The indicated pressures are plus or 

 minus the atmosphere pressure. 

 

 In the process engineering we do  

 differentiate between the reducer  

 and the back pressure or relief valve.   

  

 

 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



 Adjustement possibilities… 

 There are the following possibilities to adjust the required pressure 

  on our regulators: 

 

 Spring-loaded regulators 

 

 Dome-loaded regulators 

 

 and the combination of these two (pilot pressure regulator) 

 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



 Reducing Regulator 

 The Reducer regulate the pressure on the outlet-side of the regulator. 

 

 A high inlet-pressure will be reduced by this valve on e deeper outlet-

 pressure. 

 

 The reducer opens if the pressure falls below the adjusted pressure. 

 

 In rest position the reducing regulators are open. 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



This Regulator keeps the process pressure 

“B” at a constant level.  

 

When the pressure “A” rises, pressure is 

released through the open valve seat “F” to 

the process side of the valve and through the 

internal feedback bore “E” underneath the 

diaphragm. This will continue, until the 

diaphragm force “C” exceeds the spring 

force “D”, while the process pressure “B” 

rises. The diaphragm is lifted and the vale 

seat “F” closes. In the event that the process 

pressure “B” drops below the pre adjusted 

nominal pressure, the spring force “D” 

presses the diaphragm downwards, so that 

the valve seat “F” opens and admits gas until 

pressure equalization is reached again. 

Reducing regulator 



  Druckreduzierventil (Domdruck)… 

 Animation 

Pressure (P2) > Spring pressure 

P1 

Pressure (P2) < Spring pressure 

Atmosphere 

Inlet-pressure Process 

Reducing regulator 



 Relief Valve 

 The relief valve regulate the pressure on the inlet-side of the regulator.  

  

 This regulator opens if the pressure oversteps the setpressure.  

 

 In rest position the relief valves are closed. 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



This regulator keeps the process pressure “A” 

at a constant level. 

 

When at rest, the regulator remains in a closed 

position. When 

the process pressure “A” increases, pressure is 

released through the internal feedback bore “E” 

underneath the diaphragm. If the diaphragm 

force “C” exceeds the spring force “D” the valve 

seat “F” opens and the over pressure is 

discharged to the vent side “B”. If the process 

pressure “A” drops, the diaphragm force “C” is 

lower compared to the spring 

force “D” and the valve seat “F” closes. The 

pressure in the vent line can be atmospheric or 

vacuum. With vacuum in the vent line the flow 

capacity of the regulator is increased. 

Relief Valve 



P2 

Atmosphere 

Vent-side Process 

Relief Valve 



 As variants to the functions mentioned so far pressure regulators are in the 

 execution as  

   

  Pilot Pressure Regulator 

 

 and as execution 

 

  „Vacuum-Regulator“ 

 

  

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



Pilot Pressure Regulator are spring-loaded regulators.  

 

The spring housing will be leak-proof designed. So it will be possible 

to set an additional pilot-pressure to the spring housing. 

 

This variant can be set as reducer and also as back pressure 

regulator or relief valve. 

Pilot Pressure Regulator 



Attention! 

 

Spring-loaded pressure regulators do not have any „fail-safe“ characteristic.  

That means: 

 

In case of a diaphragm-breaking, the reducer “burn out” and opens completely.  

 

In case of a diaphragm-breaking, the relief valve stays closed.  

 

 

Both of this types have no safety-function. They are both process valves and 

they are no safety features. 

 



Connections possibilities 

Manometer-Connection Connection for external 

feedback line 



Connections (manometer und external feedback line) 



External feedback line 

 
- low set pressure 

- long distance between the regulator and the vessel 



Unbalanced and balanced Seat 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



Unbalanced seat 

 

With the unbalanced seat the inlet pressure 

(PIN) akt on the cone area A1 (yellow circle). 

The other areas on the cone head are 

neutralizing themself.  

 

Example: BR25i, Sitz 10D 

 

-6 mbar per bar inlet pressure difference: 

 

Adjusted on P2 = 20 mbar 

On inlet pressure P1 = 2 bar 

 

Inlet pressure change upto  6 bar g 

∆P = 4 bar = 4 x -6 mbar = -24 mbar  

 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



Balanced seat 

 

With the balanced seat the inlet pressure (PIN) 

akt only on the cone head areas an they 

neutralizing themself. 

 

Example: BR25i, Sitz 10E 

 

-0.2 mbar per bar inlet pressure difference: 

 

Adjusted on P2 = 20 mbar 

On inlet pressure P1 = 2 bar 

 

Inlet pressure change upto  6 bar g 

∆P = 4 bar = 4 x -0.2 mbar = -0.8 mbar 

 

Low Pressure Regulators (BR- and BS-Series) 



Decoupling 



31/49 

Entkopplung 



Designs 



Designs 



Low pressure regulator 

When do you use these regulators? 

 

- Protection against explosion, oxidation and contamination. 

 



Low pressure regulator 

Why should we install pressure regulators for blanketing instead a loop? 

 

   Pressure Regulators  Loop 

 

Loss of power  15 – 50 mbar   fail safe setting 

Reaction   fast    slow 

Corrosion resistance high    high 

Mounting  easy    complex 

Costs   normal    high 

 

 

 



The vacuum pump serves to suck off 80% of reactor atmosphere (residual 

pressure: 200 mbar abs.). Consequently, only 20% of the original oxygen 

molecules are still present inside the reactor. The missing volume is 

subsequently replaced by filling with nitrogen. This "thinning” of oxygen content 

of about 1 : 5 per inertisation cycle will be continued until the residual oxygen 

content inside 

the reactor falls below the  

specified value. Instead of 

the described operation with 

vacuum, inertisation can be  

made even under overpressure  

in pressure-resistant reactors. 

   
 
     

Vacuum-pressure inertisation 



Animation 

Animation TANK BLANKETING mit Ton ENGLISH.swf


Two pressure regulators are required for optimum ventilation. One pressure 

reducing valve is needed for the nitrogen flow-in 

("breathing-in”), and one relief valve is required for gas flow-out ("breathing-

out”). The ventilation process takes place in a pressure 

range of 10 – 50 mbar in order to minimize the inert gas consumption. 

The aim of each ventilation process is to maintain the inert status inside the 

reactor throughout the fabrication process. The term "ventilation” may be 

replaced by such terms like "pressure superimposition”,  

"tank blanketing”, “padding” or others. 

 

     

Ventilation 



Technical Data 



Sizing (How to choose the right regulator) 

Process data from client: 

 

- Maximum and minimum inlet and outlet pressure 

- The fluid 

- Requested flow rate 

- Temperature 

- Materials 

- Connections 

- Angle or inline pattern 

- Inside or outside mounting (rain cover) 

 

Additional information: 

 

- Requested certification 

- Options (external feedback line) 

 



Sizing (How to choose the right regulator) 

Calculating  Example: P1:  6 barg 

   P2:  50 mbarg 

   Flow: 150 Nm3/h 

   Fluid: Nitrogen (N2) 

   Temp.: 20°C  



Sizing (How to choose the right regulator) 



Sizing (How to choose the right regulator) 



Testing 

Tightness test: 



Adjustment 



Adjustment 

Reducing regulator 



Adjustment 

Relief regulator 



Mounting and operation (Safety) 



Mounting and operation (Safety) 



Mounting and operation (Safety) 



Mounting and operation (Safety) 



Maintenance 

Trouble shooting:  

problem   cause   repair 

 

Rise in outlet pressure  - damaged main valve or seat - fit new regulator 

   - dirty main valve or seat - clean 

   - broken valve spring  - replace spring 

   - damaged o-ring  - replace o-ring 

 

Inability to control  - broken main spring  - replace 



Spare parts 



Medium Pressure Regulators (MR- und MS-Serie) 
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Medium Pressure Regulators (MR- und MS-Serie) 



Medium Pressure Regulators (MR- und MS-Serie) 



Ball valves 
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Type AF90D  



Type AF90D  



Double sealing system  



Ball valves equipped with an 

automatically pressure releasing 

system prevent the uncontrolled 

pressure increase between ball and 

body. 

 

- no damage of the ball seats 

- no leckage 

- no blockage 

 

Pressure releasing system  



Ball Valves (forged)  
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Ball Valves (forged)  
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Seat materials 



Thank you 


